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In the joint publication XX XXX XXXXXX we report the prediction of a Magnetic Helicoidal
Dichroism (MHD) in reflection of a light beam carrying Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) by a
magnetic vortex. It is due to a change of the OAM content of the outgoing beam, which depends
on the curling sense of the magnetization and of sign of the OAM. In this paper, we present the
complete theoretical framework predicting the experimentally accessible MHD in reflection off a
generic magnetic structure with in-plane magnetization, of which vortices are a special case of
high symmetry. We also provide analytical expressions of the MHD for magnetic structures of
specific symmetries as a function of the magneto-optical constants and of the magnetization, giving
a practical guide to probe them with MHD.
I. INTRODUCTION
Laguerre-Gaussian light beams, which are a special
case of vortex beams (VB) [1, 2], carry OAM and show a
chiral symmetry: their wavefront appears as a spiral sur-
face, the two forms of which, left-handed or right-handed,
are mirror images but not superimposable [3, 4]. From
symmetry principles, one can expect a different response
of the two chiralities when interacting with matter pre-
senting no trivial symmetry [5]. For instance, such an ef-
fect was observed when a VB was sent on chiral molecules
adsorbed on a surface [6], or on structured nanopat-
terns [7]. These kinds of differential effects, linked to
the properties of light, are generally called birefringence
or dichroism, whether they appear on the real or imagi-
nary part of the optical index or reflectivity coefficients.
They may appear due to microscopic, macroscopic, or in-
duced dissymetries in the medium, providing altogether
an extremely rich set of investigation tools.
All these effects have long been identified for light car-
rying a Spin Angular Momentum (SAM), which is an-
other form of chirality of light beams associated to circu-
lar polarization. Discovered by Arago on α-Quartz crys-
tals, circular birefringence, also called optical activity,
was linked to the symmetry of the macroscopic struc-
ture [8]. It is caused by different real optical indices for
circularly polarized light beams with opposite helicities
(SAM). Biot reported four years later that it also has a
microscopic origin, reporting its observation in isotropic
liquid media [9]. These seminal discoveries were instru-
mental towards the discovery by Pasteur of molecular
dissymetry [10], today called molecular chirality after
Kelvin’s work [11]. The counterpart in absorption, cir-
cular dichroism (CD), was discovered in 1896 by Cotton
[12]. Furthermore, the dissymetry can be induced by ex-
ternal “forces”, like a magnetic field. Faraday discovered
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the magnetic circular birefringence in 1846 [13] and its
counterpart in absorption, Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(MCD), which later became accessible [14, 15], is now a
standard investigation mean of magnetic samples, espe-
cially in the X-ray spectral range [16–18]. All these effects
are second-order effects, appearing beyond the first order
electric-dipole approximation. However, when the result
of the interaction with light is photoionization, first or-
der effects, which appear as an uneven distribution of the
photoelectrons on a detector, could be identified, such as
for instance PhotoElectron Circular Dichroism (PECD)
[19, 20], or Circular Dichroism in Angular Distribution
(CDAD) on surfaces [21].
As for OAM-dependent light-matter interactions,
which we may call Helicoidal Dichroisms (HD) [70], a few
of them have already been reported in different contexts,
as reviewed in Ref. [22]. To list only a few examples, one
could consider the measurements of the OAM of light
beams as a kind of HD, may it be used in the frame-
work of classical [23] or quantum light [24, 25]. These
schemes use either diffraction on non symetrical aper-
tures (e.g. triangular slit), interferences with a beam of
different symmetry (e.g. a VB with a plain beam), or
modes converters using birefringent prisms. But none of
these schemes is currently of spectroscopic wide interest:
matter is here only used to alter the mode content of
the beam, without any consideration upon the physics of
light-matter interaction.
The question of spectroscopic applications first arises
when matter is left in an excited state. A recent spe-
cific review dedicated to the interaction of twisted light
with atoms is available in Ref. [26]. Briefly, through
electric-dipole transitions, twisted light beams do not
couple differentially to the internal degrees of freedom
of the atomic or molecular system, i.e. the electronic
ones, but can act on its external ones [27, 28]. This last
behavior led to important developments, enriching the
scope of techniques available for manipulation and cool-
ing of atoms. The first order of perturbation sensitive
to the OAM linked to internal degrees of freedom is the
electric quadrupolar one, as recently demonstrated ex-
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perimentally in ultra-cold trapped ions [29, 30]. Such a
result also holds for bulk magnetic materials [31]. Inter-
estingly, these general conclusions are modified when an
atomic system gets ionized through the interaction with
a very high intensity beam (& 1020W/cm2): in this con-
text new selection rules were proposed within the elec-
tric dipole approximation [32–35], providing an analog to
PECD and CDAD. However, all these spectroscopic HDs
remain experimentally extremely challenging nowadays,
if possible at all. The difficulty ultimately relies on the
necessity for the system to “see” altogether, a significant
twist of the wave front over its dimensions, and a high
enough intensity. When systems are larger than atoms or
molecules, these conditions may be less demanding. An
important exemple is the control of Bose-Einstein Con-
densates with VB [36]. But classical objects could also
be considered. For instance, an effect was predicted with
nanodots [37], and an OAM-dependent plasmonic cou-
pling between SAM and OAM was reported when light
is sent through nanoholes [38].
From this brief and selective overview, although many
applications emerged using VB and OAM beams [3, 22],
it appears that the picture of anistropic effects involving
VB remains incomplete as compared to circularly polar-
ized beams. It is even more apparent when consider-
ing reflective geometries for which a wealth of magneto-
optical Kerr effect (MOKE) [15, 39–41] have been iden-
tified for different polarization/magnetization combina-
tions which do not find their counterpart for VB. These
MOKE effects are particularly enlightning in the Ex-
treme Ultra Violet (XUV) spectral range (50-150 eV),
where 3p edges of many magnetic material are found [42–
44], and in the soft X-ray region (600-900 eV), typical for
2p edges [45–47].
In this article, we contribute to filling the picture by
explicitly predicting the existence of a phenomenon anal-
ogous to MCD, observable with beams carrying OAM in-
stead of SAM. Its value is in the 10% range, comparable
to other MOKE effects. Combined with the recent avail-
ability of XUV VB both on Free-Electron Laser sources
[48–50] and High Harmonic Sources [51–57], it should
make it measurable rapidly. We consider structures with
sizes comparable to a standard beam focus (100 nm-few
µm width), and materials which exist at ambient tem-
perature. This lifts the above mentioned strong require-
ments, making MHD a promising spectroscopic tool. For
simplicity, only magnetization with constant magnitude,
not radially dependent and with in-plane components is
considered, but an extension to more general cases can
be readily achieved. We will derive the analytical ex-
pressions of MHD for reflection of beams carrying OAM
in the three different cases of switching the OAM sign,
the magnetization sign or both. We find that for tar-
gets with non homogeneous magnetization MHD is al-
ways present when the reflected beam profile is spatially
resolved, which we indicate as “differential” MHD. This
is similar to what has been shown for the case of resonant
X-ray scattering of light carrying SAM [58] or OAM [59].
Furthermore, while MHD also depends on the polariza-
tion state of the incident light, its observation does not
require any polarimetric analysis, which is convenient es-
pecially for the XUV spectral range. This possibility is
explored in detail for the special case of a magnetic vor-
tex in the joint publication Ref. [60]. We implement our
model in numerical calculations, the details of which are
reported in Appendix A.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
present the analytical model for the input OAM beam
and a generic magnetic structure. The two special cases
of a magnetic vortex and of two antiparallel magnetic
domains are considered explicitly. In Section III we
calculate the characteristics of the reflected light beam
by the magnetic structure in the near field, finding
the rules for the modification of the OAM. In Section
IV we propagate the beam to the far field, evaluate
the expression for the intensity and find the equations
describing the MHD. Finally, discussion and conclusions
are presented in Section V.
II. MODEL
In this Section we present the analytical framework
used in our model to describe the Laguerre-Gaussian
(LG) beam and the magnetic structure.
A. Beam propagation and decomposition on the
Laguerre-Gaussian basis
We consider sufficiently loose focusing conditions so
that the paraxial equation for beam propagation is valid.
We start with a collimated Gaussian beam and propa-
gate it in several steps using the Fresnel integral. The
beam path is shown in Fig. 1. It first goes through a
phase mask, such as a spiral staircase, which imparts
OAM to the beam. Then it propagates to a lens, and
it is focused on the sample. After reflection, the beam
is again propagated to the far field, where the detector
is placed. In order to be able to interpret the results
as angular momenta transfers, we use the LG basis to
analyse the interaction of an optical vortex with a mag-
netic structure. The LG basis is a family of solutions of
the paraxial equation forming a complete basis, indexed
by the two integers (`, ρ), with ` being the azimuthal
number, positive or negative, and ρ the radial number,
positive. The complex electric field of a given LG mode
reads [61]:
~Ein = C
|`|
ρ
w0
w(z)
(
r
√
2
w(z)
)|`|
· L|`|ρ
(
2r2
w2(z)
)
·
· e− r
2
w2(z) e−ik
r2
2R(z) ei`φei(ωt−kz)ei(2ρ+|`|+1)γ(z)
(
p
s
)
,
(1)
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FIG. 1: Sketch of the beam path for the reflection on the
magnetic target.
where C
|`|
ρ is a normalization constant specific for the ba-
sis (`, ρ), (r, φ) are the polar coordinates, L
|`|
ρ represents
the Laguerre polynomial, ω the angular frequency, k the
wave vector along the propagation direction z. The vec-
tor (p, s) represents the polarization state of the beam;
notably, (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1,±i) correspond to linearly P -
polarized, linearly S-polarized and positive and negative
circularly polarized beam, respectively. The Gouy phase
γ(z), the beam width w(z) and the radius of curvature
R(z) are respectively defined as:
γ(z) = arctan
(
z
zR
)
(2a)
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(
z
zR
)2
(2b)
R(z) = z
[
1 +
(zR
z
)2]
(2c)
with zR = piw
2
0/λ being the Rayleigh range and w0 the
waist of the beam. For shortness, we rewrite Eq. (1) as:
~Ein = A
|`|
ρ e
iϕ0ei`φ
(
p
s
)
(3)
where we introduced A
|`|
ρ (r, z) =
C
|`|
ρ
w0
w(z)
(
r
√
2
w(z)
)|`|
L
|`|
ρ
(
2r2
w2(z)
)
e
− r2
w2(z) e−ik
r2
2R(z) and
ϕ0(t, z) = ωt− kz + (2ρ+ |`|+ 1)γ(z).
B. Model for the optical properties of a magnetic
structure
We model our sample as a magnetic material of typical
extension R0 deposited on a non-magnetic surface. We
will use the σ subscript for the sample’s surface frame,
described in cartesian coordinates (xσ, yσ) and polar co-
ordinates (rσ, φσ). For the sake of simplicity of the an-
alytical derivations, we will consider a structure that
is perfectly flat and is larger than the incident beam
(R0 > w0), so that geometrical and diffraction effects
need not be taken into account. Also, we will consider
structures with constant magnetization magnitude and
no radial dependence, so that the only variation is due
to direction change with azimuthal dependence φσ. For
a better description of the structure in numerical calcu-
lations see Appendix A.
The reflection of the light beam is modeled by the re-
flectivity matrix R, for which ~Eout = R ~Ein. When a
light beam is reflected off a magnetic surface, the stan-
dard Fresnel reflectivity coefficients for the S and P po-
larizations, denoted rss and rpp, are complemented by
magnetization-dependent terms rlps and r
t
0 describing the
Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE) [39, 62]. The first
coefficient couples the S and P polarizations in presence
of a longitudinal magnetization, while the second acts
only on the P polarization when there is a transverse
component of the magnetization.
For simplicity, we limit ourselves to the case of in-
plane magnetization only, but the model can be readily
extended to the out-of-plane magnetization component
(i.e. polar MOKE component) as well. We also limit
ourselves to the MOKE terms linear with the magneti-
zation [71]. With all these restrictions, we model the
reflection matrix as [62]:
R(φσ) =
(
rpp · [1 + rt0 ·mt(φσ)] rlps ·ml(φσ)
−rlps ·ml(φσ) rss
)
(4)
where we have explicitly indicated the dependence of the
matrix on the azimuthal location on the sample. mt
and ml are defined as mt = Mt/MS and ml = Ml/MS ,
where MS is the saturation magnetization of the sample
and Mt and Ml are the magnetization components along
the transverse (perpendicular to the scattering plane,
i.e. along yσ) and longitudinal (parallel to the scattering
plane, i.e. along xσ) directions with respect to the scat-
tering plane in the sample frame (see Fig. 1). All the four
reflectivity coefficients are complex quantities, which we
consider constant over the structure.
Now we need to model the azimuthal dependence of the
magnetization. The formalism of Eq. (4) requires to ex-
press the magnetization in its longitudinal and transverse
components, ~ml = mlxˆσ and ~mt = mtyˆσ. To take ad-
vantage of the symmetries of the problem, we expand the
angular part on the standard basis functions, 1√
2pi
einφσ .
For any function sufficiently regular, the magnetization
m∗ (with ∗ = l, t) can thus be written as:
m∗(φσ) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
m∗,neinφσ (5)
with complex decomposition coefficients:
m∗,n =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
m∗(φσ)e−inφσdφσ (6)
3
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We notice here that since m∗ is a real quantity, we have
the property m∗,−n = m∗,n. Now we can rewrite the
reflection matrix as:
R(φσ) =
(
rpp 0
0 rss
)
+
∑
n
(
rppr
t
0mt,ne
inφσ rlpsml,ne
inφσ
−rlpsml,neinφσ 0
)
(7)
where we have separated the magnetization dependent
and independent parts.
Magnetic structures with high symmetries
There is a priori no restriction on the span of the n
values in the decomposition, and different specific geome-
tries will differ by their decomposition coefficients. We
analyze in more details some cases of high symmetry that
are relevant for magnetization structure, as defined in
the following. For each component m∗ of the magneti-
zation, we consider even or odd symmetries with respect
to (w.r.t.) the xσ and yσ axes. Each of these four cases
has specific consequences on the properties of the de-
composition coefficients, and in particular on their par-
ity. These properties are demonstrated in Appendix B,
and summarized in Table I. Given the two components
of the magnetization, this restriction leads to 16 differ-
ent cases of symmetries. In order to further simplify, we
consider only the cases of magnetic structures having lon-
gitudinal and transverse components with same parities
for their decomposition coefficients. This additional re-
striction leads to 8 cases of symmetry, which fall within
the same formalism described in Section IV C.
Symmetry w.r.t. yσ
even odd
Symmetry
w.r.t. xσ
even
n even only
m∗,n real
m∗,n = m∗,−n
n odd only
m∗,n real
m∗,n = m∗,−n
odd
n odd only
m∗,n imaginary
m∗,n = −m∗,−n
n even only
m∗,n imaginary
m∗,n = −m∗,−n
TABLE I: Properties of the decomposition coefficients for a
particular component of the magnetization, m∗ = ml or m∗ =
mt, depending on its parity with respect to the xσ and yσ
axes.
Two examples of magnetic structures
We provide now two prototypical examples of mag-
netic configurations, depicted in Fig. 2. In the first one
[Fig. 2(a)] the sample separates into two magnetically
homogeneous domains of equal size, aligned antiparallel
to each other. The second case [Fig. 2(b)] consists of a
magnetic vortex with counterclockwise circulation of the
magnetization.
(a) (b) 𝑦𝜎
𝑧𝜎
𝑟𝜎
𝜙𝜎
𝑥𝜎𝑥𝜎
𝑦𝜎
𝑧𝜎
𝑟𝜎
𝜙𝜎
FIG. 2: Examples of magnetic samples with cartesian and po-
lar coordinate systems: (a) two homogeneous and antiparallel
magnetic domains; (b) counterclockwise magnetic vortex.
In the case of two antiparallel domains [Fig. 2(a)], the
magnetization can be represented as:
ml(φσ) = 0 (8a)
mt(φσ) = m0 sign (cosφσ) , (8b)
with m0 being the constant magnitude of the magnetiza-
tion normalized by MS . In this case, the symmetry of mt
w.r.t. (xσ, yσ) is (even, odd). To find the corresponding
coefficients, integration of Eq. 6 gives (see Appendix C
for the calculation):
mt,n =
{
0, for n even
2
npi i
n−1 m0, for n odd
(9)
In the case of the magnetic vortex [Fig. 2(b)] only two
coefficients of the decomposition for both components are
non zero, corresponding to n = ±1:
ml(φσ) =
m0
2i
e−iφσ − m0
2i
eiφσ = −m0 sinφσ (10a)
mt(φσ) =
m0
2
e−iφσ +
m0
2
eiφσ = m0 cosφσ (10b)
In this case, the symmetry of ml and mt w.r.t. (xσ, yσ) is
respectively (odd, even) and (even, odd). The integration
in Eq. 6 now gives (Appendix C):
m∗,n =
 0, for n 6= ±1im02 n, for n = ±1, ∗ = lm0
2 , for n = ±1, ∗ = t
(11)
III. MODIFICATION OF THE OAM BY
REFLECTION ON A MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
We consider the axis of the OAM beam to pass through
the center of the magnetic target. It should be noted
that realistic sizes of both magnetic structures and OAM
beams can range from hundreds of nanometers to sev-
eral micrometers. Therefore an experimental implemen-
tation can be achieved, with accurate control of the
sample holder and beam steering mirrors. By using
4
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Eqs. (3) and (7), we calculate the outgoing electric field
~Eout = R ~Ein, separating the result into two terms cor-
responding to the non-magnetic ( ~Em=0out ) and magnetic
( ~Emout) interaction, ~Eout = ~E
m=0
out + ~E
m
out:
~Em=0out = A
|`|
ρ (r, 0)e
iϕ0ei`φ
(
prpp
srss
)
(12a)
~Emout = A
|`|
ρ (r, 0)e
iϕ0
∑
n
ei(`φ+nφσ)
(
prppr
t
0mt,n + sr
l
psml,n
−prlpsml,n
)
(12b)
We consider that there are no homogeneous magneti-
zation terms: mt,0 = ml,0 = 0, since it will considerably
simplify the derivation without much loss of generality.
In this way we can express the total field as:
~Eout =
∑
n
~En,` = A
|`|
ρ (r, 0)e
iϕ0
∑
n
ei(`φ+nφσ)
(
αxn,m
αyn,m
)
(13)
where we defined the complex quantities αxn,m and α
y
n,m
for n 6= 0 and αx0,m and αy0,m as:
αx0,m = prpp
αxn,m = m
(
prppr
t
0mt,n + sr
l
psml,n
)
αy0,m = srss
αyn,m = m
(−prlpsml,n)
(14)
The index m = ±1 is introduced in order to explicitly
describe the reversal of the magnetization direction in
Section IV, and acts only for n 6= 0.
A. Normal incidence
We consider here the case of normal incidence of the
beam. It is important to point out that Eq. (4) is writ-
ten with respect to a well defined scattering plane, which
means off-normal incidence. Therefore this is a simplifi-
cation that will allow us to better understand the effect
of the magnetic structure on the reflection and to sepa-
rate it from geometrical effects. Pragmatically, this could
be seen as the situation where the incidence angle is very
close to normal incidence. We will consider the effect
of a tilted target in Sec.III B, and we will see in which
conditions it is possible to distinguish between the two
effects, the trivial geometrical effect and MHD. For nor-
mal incidence, the beam and the target share the same
polar coordinates, therefore we set φσ = φ and rσ = r
in Eq. (12). The field after reflection ~Eout is a superpo-
sition of different modes. The nonmagnetic term is an
OAM beam of the same order as the incoming one. Its
polarization will be different from the incoming one due
to the different values or rpp and rss [Eq. (12a)], corre-
sponding to the Kerr effect. The magnetic term is more
interesting [Eq. (12b)], and two observations can be made
at this point:
1. The beam is no longer a pure LG mode, since the
|`| power of r in A and the azimuthal phase no
longer match. This leads to the appearance of ra-
dial modes ρ different from the incoming one. This
effect is already documented in linear processes and
was lately rationalized for low order non linear ef-
fects [63].
2. The refleceted beam has a different azimuthal mode
population with respect to the incoming one. In
particular, the incoming OAM of order ` will give
rise to all the possible orders `+ n for every n be-
longing to the decomposition of Eq.(5).
For example, for the case of a magnetic vortex only
the coefficients of the decomposition corresponding to
n = ±1 are non zero, according to Eq. (11). There-
fore the interaction of an OAM of order ` with a mag-
netic vortex results in the population of the `± 1 modes.
This situation is particularly suitable for the study of
MHD, and is described in detail in the joint publication
Ref. [60]. As another example, in Fig. 3 we compare the
case of a magnetic dot with constant magnetization and
a dot with two antiparallel domains as in Fig. 2(a), for
an incoming beam with ` = 1. The size of the dot is cho-
sen similar to the beam waist at focus (radius of 500 nm).
The details of the numerical calculations are described in
Appendix A. The near field intensity profile and the de-
composition on the LG basis are shown in Fig. 3, panels
(a) and (b) for the case of constant magnetization, while
the corresponding ones for the two domains are shown in
panels (e) and (f). While there is no modification to the
population of ` modes in the reflected beam in the case
of constant magnetization, in panel (f) we can clearly see
the population of `+n modes with only n odd terms. In
both cases we find a rich set of radial modes ρ due to the
finite size of the target.
It is useful to consider separately the S and P com-
ponents of the incoming beam. For the S part we set
p = 0. In this case ~E
m=0
out is along the y direction and
~Emout along the x direction. Taking the square of their
sum to get the intensity leads to no cross terms. Instead,
for the P component of the incoming field we set s = 0,
5
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FIG. 3: (left) Near field intensity profiles and (right) decom-
position on the LG-mode basis of a incoming beam with ` = 1
reflected by a magnetic dot of radius 500 nm in four different
cases. (a),(b) constant magnetization with incidence angle
θ = 0◦ and (c),(d) with θ = 45◦; (e),(f) two antiparallel mag-
netic domains as in Fig. 2(a) with incidence angle θ = 0◦ and
(g),(h) with θ = 45◦. The focal spot has a size comparable to
that of the magnetic dot. The bar plots values below 4% of
the maximum have been forced to 0. Details of the numerical
calculations are reported in Appendix A.
and we find that ~Em=0out is along the x direction while
~Emout
has both x and y components. Taking the square of their
sum leads to a cross term, which is at the origin of the
dichroism effect that will be discussed in more detail in
Sec.IV.
B. Arbitrary incidence angle
We now generalize the model to describe the reflection
of an OAM beam at an arbitrary angle of incidence, since
in practical situations the sample will be rotated with re-
spect to the incoming beam, in order to be able to collect
the reflected beam. This has two effects on the formalism
presented before. One is that the reflectivity coefficients
will depend on the angle. This can be trivially taken into
account and exploited to choose favourable conditions, in
which the magneto optical constants will be large com-
pared to the regular Fresnel reflection coefficients. For
instance, one may choose the Brewster angle to maximise
the magnetic contribution to the reflected intensity, as in
transverse MOKE experiments using P-polarized light,
with and without polarization analysis [64]. The other
effect is a change in the geometry, since the polar coordi-
nates of the beam and the target are no longer the same.
For instance, if we consider a magnetic vortex where the
magnetization shows a circular pattern, from the point
of view of the beam it will appear as an ellipse. This
will give rise to a trivial dichroism, which might have dif-
ferent symmetry than the magnetic HD of interest. In
order to study this effect, we consider a rotation of the
target by an angle θ as depicted in Fig. 1. In this case,
the relationship between the cartesian coordinates in the
sample frame (xσ, yσ) and in the beam frame (x, y) is:
xσ =
x
cos θ
(15a)
yσ = y. (15b)
Upon trigonometric inspection and defining the function
g(φ, θ) = 1/
√
1− sin2 φ sin2 θ one finds the following re-
lations [see Appendix D]:
sinφσ = sinφ · g(φ, θ) · cos θ (16a)
cosφσ = cosφ · g(φ, θ) (16b)
eiφσ = g(φ, θ)
[
1 + cos θ
2
eiφ +
1− cos θ
2
e−iφ
]
(16c)
rσ =
r
g(φ, θ) · cos θ (16d)
As expected, for θ = 0 we retrieve the coincidence of the
polar coordinates of beam and sample. The azimuthal
dependence of the functions of our chosen basis is einφσ .
With Eq. (16c) we get
einφσ = g(φ, θ)n · einφ·
·
n∑
n1=0
Cnn1
(
1 + cos θ
2
)n1
·
(
1− cos θ
2
)n−n1
ei2n1φ
(17)
where Cnn1 is the number of combinations of n1 ele-
ments from n. This expression should be inserted in Eq.
(12b). Without expressing it fully, we see right away
that the phases previously reading `φ+ nφ now become
`φ + (n + 2n1)φ. For instance, in the case of the mag-
netic configurations depicted in Fig. 2 where only odd
coefficients are present, the even coefficients remain zero
when considering a tilted target. This is clearly shown
in Fig. 3(c),(d), where we chose θ = 45◦.
Additionally, the radius rσ and the g-function also
become function of φ, with a sin2 φ dependence. Thus
they are symmetric with respect to φ = pi and φ = pi/2
and their decomposition yields only even coefficients.
We notice that if the incoming beam carries an odd
value of the OAM, the phase-dependent term will
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appear in the odd LG modes, while the radial-dependent
terms will populate the even LG modes. Conversely,
if the incoming beam carries an even value of OAM,
phase-dependent terms will populate the even modes
and radial-dependent terms the odd modes. Therefore
their influence can always be separated. In particular,
we come to the conclusion that the magnetic terms
will show up in the LG components of opposite parity
compared to the incoming beam, while the non magnetic
terms populate modes of the same parity, which modifies
the observation 2 of the previous section where all the
` + n modes are populated by the magnetic term and
only ` by the nonmagnetic one. This case is illustrated
in Fig. 3(g),(h) (see Appendix A for further details).
IV. HELICOIDAL DICHROISM IN THE FAR
FIELD
So far we focused on the structure and mode content
of the field right after reflection by the magnetic object.
Here we show how the far field profile of the beam is
affected, leading to what we call differential helicoidal
dichroism, i.e. a difference in intensity profiles upon
switching the sign of the OAM, of the magnetization,
or of both. Here “differential” is meant as a MHD that
occurs at every single point in the image in the far field.
However, the integration over space in the image leads to
constant total intensity, independent on the sign of the
OAM or of the magnetization. This is qualitatively dif-
ferent from MCD where the difference persists also after
spatial integration of the scattered intensity. In this re-
spect, MHD is similar to CDAD of photoemission, which
is also a spatially differential effect with no dichroic signal
of the spatially integrated intensity.
In the following we will describe analytically only the
case of normal reflection, and in Section V we will dis-
cuss how a tilted sample can lead in practice to favorable
conditions, along the lines of what was discussed in Sec-
tion III B.
A. Propagation of the reflected field from the focus
to the far field
In order to propagate ~Eout to the far field, we make
use of the Fresnel operator. From now on, we refer to
the far field on the screen in Fig. 1 with the coordinate
system (r, φ, z), and we indicate with the prime the field
right after reflection, i.e. the one from Eq. (13). For
a function E(r, φ, 0) with separable variables [as it is in
our case of Eq. (13)], the Fresnel propagation equation
in cylindrical coordinates reads [65]:
E(r, φ, z) =
eikz
iλz
e
ik
2z r
2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ′∫ +∞
0
r′dr′ E(r′, φ′, 0)e−
ikrr′
z cos(φ−φ′)
(18)
The expression in Eq. (18) has the form of a special-
ized Fourier transform, or a generalized Hankel trans-
form. Therefore we propagate the field of Eq. (13) with
Eq. (18). We study what happens to the propagation of
any term Ex,yn,`,m(r
′, φ′, 0) = A|`|ρ (r′, 0)eiϕ0ei(`+n)φ
′
αx,yn,m,
and the final result will be given by the sum over n. We
have:
Ex,yn,`,m(r, φ, z) =
eikz
iλz
e
ik
2z r
2
eiϕ0αx,yn,m
∫ +∞
0
r′dr′A|`|ρ (r
′, 0)
∫ 2pi
0
dφ′ ei(`+n)φ
′
e−
ikrr′
z cos(φ−φ′)
=
eikz
iλz
e
ik
2z r
2
eiϕ0αx,yn,me
i(`+n)φ
∫ +∞
0
r′dr′A|`|ρ (r
′, 0)
∫ 2pi
0
dφ′′ ei(l+n)φ
′′
e−
ikrr′
z cosφ
′′
(19)
with the substitution φ′′ = φ′ − φ. The last integration is just the definition of the Bessel function J`+n
(
krr′
z
)
multiplied by a factor 2pi/il+n [65]. We keep implicit the trivial dependence on time in ϕ0(t, 0) = ωt, while we write
explicitly the expression of A
|`|
ρ (r′, 0) = C
|`|
ρ
(
r′
√
2
w0
)|`|
L
|`|
ρ
(
2r′2
w20
)
e
− r′2
w20 . With 1/i`+n = e−i
pi
2 (`+n), we obtain:
Ex,yn,`,m(r, φ, z) = 2pi
eikz
iλz
e
ik
2z r
2
eiϕ0C |`|ρ
(√
2
w0
)|`|
· αx,yn,mei(`+n)(φ−
pi
2 ) ·
∫ +∞
0
dr′r′|`|+1L|`|ρ
(
2r′2
w20
)
e
− r′2
w20 J`+n
(
krr′
z
)
=
= D|`|ρ (r, z)α
x,y
n,me
i(`+n)(φ−pi/2)Hn,`(kr, z)
(20)
where we introduced the function D
|`|
ρ (r, z) =
2pi e
ikz
iλz e
ik
2z r
2
eiϕ0C
|`|
ρ
(√
2
w0
)|`|
, and the function Hn,`(kr, z)
as the result of the radial integral. This integral can be
evaluated numerically, or for example it is found tabu-
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lated for the mode ρ = 0 (meaning L
|`|
ρ = 1) in Ref. [66].
In particular, we notice the fact that the H functions are
real, and that since J−n(x) = (−1)nJn(x) we have:
H−n,−`(kr, z) = (−1)n+`Hn,`(kr, z) (21)
From Eq. (20) we confirm that the population of the `+n
modes is maintained after propagation, as expected.
B. Expressions of the helicoidal dichroism
The intensity detected on the screen placed in the far
field, for each of the polarization components x and y,
will be the square modulus of the sum over n of the field
components Ex,yn,`,m:
Ix,y`,m =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n
Ex,yn,`,m
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
=
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n
αx,yn,me
i(`+n)(φ−pi/2)Hn,`
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
=
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2∑
n,n′
αx,yn,mα
x,y
n′,me
i(n−n′)(φ−pi/2)Hn,`Hn′,` =
=
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2∑
n
∣∣αx,yn,m∣∣2H2n,`+
+
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=n′
αx,yn,mα
x,y
n′,me
i(n−n′)(φ−pi/2)Hn,`Hn′,` =
=
(
Ix,y`,m
)
1
+
(
Ix,y`,m
)
2
(22)
where we introduced the two terms of the sum (Ix,y`,m)1,2
for convenience. Also, for the following it is useful to
separate the product αx,yn,mα
x,y
n′,m in its modulus and phase
term:
αx,yn,mα
x,y
n′,m = |αx,yn,m||αx,yn′,m|eiδϕ
x,y
n,n′ . (23)
At this point, we can explicitly write the expressions
for MHD, where we need to calculate the difference in
far-field intensities between two measurements. We will
consider separately three possible dichroism experiments:
incoming beams with opposite ` (MHD-`), magnetic tar-
gets with opposite magnetization direction m (MHD-m),
or both (MHD-`m). We define the three MHD respec-
tively as:
∆Ix,y` (r, φ, z) = I
x,y
`,m(r, φ, z)− Ix,y−`,m(r, φ, z) (24a)
∆Ix,ym (r, φ, z) = I
x,y
`,m(r, φ, z)− Ix,y`,−m(r, φ, z) (24b)
∆Ix,y`,m(r, φ, z) = I
x,y
`,m(r, φ, z)− Ix,y−`,−m(r, φ, z) (24c)
Now we consider the effect of the two terms (Ix,y`,m)1,2
on MHD separately. We show in Appendix E that the
first term (Ix,y`,m)1 does not contribute to MHD-m and
has negligible contribution to MHD-` and MHD-`m in
most practical cases. Therefore, in the following we will
disregard it. Instead, (Ix,y`,m)2 leads to MHD. As shown
in Appendix F, upon manipulation of the indices we can
calculate the three MHD expressions:
∆Ix,y` (r, φ, z) = 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=n′
n−n′>0
Hn,`(kr, z)Hn′,`(kr, z)·
·
[
|αx,yn,m||αx,yn′,m| cos
(
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
)
− (−1)n+n′ |αx,y−n,m||αx,y−n′,m| cos
(
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2)− δϕx,y−n,−n′
)]
(25)
∆Ix,ym (r, φ, z) = 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2∑
n 6=0
|αx,y0,m||αx,yn,m| cos
[
n(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,0
]
H0,`(kr, z)Hn,`(kr, z) (26)
∆Ix,y`,m(r, φ, z) = 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
Hn,`(kr, z)Hn′,`(kr, z)·
·
[
|αx,yn,m||αx,yn′,m| cos
(
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
)
+ χn,n′(−1)n+n′ |αx,y−n,m||αx,y−n′,m| cos
(
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2)− δϕx,y−n,−n′
)]
(27)
For the third expression MHD-`m of Eq. (27) we defined the function χn,n′ = 1 if n = 0 or n
′ = 0 and −1 other-
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wise.
From Eq. (26) we can draw an important conclusion
about the relationship between magnetic structure and
observation of MHD. For this, we need to consider that
having an OAM with fixed ` leads to MHD-m as long as
∆Ix,ym (r, φ, z) 6= 0. Since αx,y0,m, the H function and the
cosine term cannot be identically zero everywhere in r
and φ, the only requirement is to have at least one αx,yn,m
non zero. Therefore we find that there will be MHD
whenever the magnetization is non homogeneous.
Here it is important to stress that we considered the non
homogeneity to be an azimuthal dependence of the mag-
netization direction with constant magnitude. However,
a decomposition of a radial dependent magnetization in a
manner similar to Eq. (5) and a amplitude varying mag-
netization in Eq. (14) would also eventually lead to MHD
for similar reasons.
Furthermore, Eq. (26) leads us to another important
conclusion. In the particular case of an incoming
beam without OAM (` = 0), there still exists dif-
ferential MHD when switching the magnetization
(MHD-m). As soon as the magnetization has some
structure (as in the two cases of Fig.2, for example) a
linearly polarized Gaussian beam will populate different
OAM modes after reflection. As an example, the mag-
netic vortex [Fig.2 (b)] will populate the modes ` = ±1.
Measuring the reflected beam profile with spatial resolu-
tion will allow to obtain dichroic images when changing
the sign of the magnetization. This is an extension to
the case of MCD in reflection by a magnetic domain [58],
since we find that linearly polarized light even wihtout
OAM can still lead to a helicoidal dichroic signal (MHD-
m).
The three results of Eqs. (25),(26),(27) are the general
expressions of MHD for OAM light with generic ` and
ρ modes and any given symmetry of magnetization, but
they are not trivial. For a certain structure with no spe-
cific symmetry, any coefficient may exist with any phase
and we do not anticipate any further simplification. In-
stead, they can greatly simplify when considering specific
symmetric structures with respect to the center of the
beam, or specific incoming polarizations. An example is
given in the following Section.
C. Example: P-polarized beam on a symmetric
structure
In order to have a better insight and simplify the ex-
pressions of MHD, we consider the case of a P-polarized
incoming beam reflected by a highly symmetric magnetic
structure with decomposition coefficients n of the same
parity for ml and mt, as defined in Section II B. In other
words, if the component ml corresponds to a given case
of Table I, the component mt has to be in the same one
or in the diagonal one. Therefore we set s = 0, and since
m∗,n = m∗,−n (Section II B) we have |αx,yn,m| = |αx,y−n,m|.
We also define the two following phases:
ϕ∗,n = arg (m∗,n) + arg (m) (28a)
ϕt0 = arg
(
rt0
)
. (28b)
We have the following properties: ϕ∗,n = −ϕ∗,−n, and
either ϕ∗,n = 0 or pi for real coefficients or ϕ∗,n = ±pi/2
for imaginary coefficients [see Table I]. For the αx values
we calculate:
δϕxn,n′ =

ϕt,n − ϕt,n′ = 0 or pi if n, n′ 6= 0,
−ϕt,n′ − ϕt0 if n = 0 ,
ϕt,n + ϕ
t
0 if n
′ = 0.
(29)
Instead, for the αy values we calculate:
αy0,m = 0 (30a)
δϕyn,n′ = ϕl,n − ϕl,n′ = 0 or pi if n, n′ 6= 0. (30b)
Now we can evaluate the three MHD expressions for
this specific case. The full calculations are detailed in
Appendix G. It is found that the y component in all cases
∆Iy` , ∆I
y
m and ∆I
y
`,m, is identically zero, therefore MHD
reduces to the x component. The results are reported
in the following, and illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case
of a magnetic dot with two antiparallel domains as in
Fig. 2(a).
Expression of MHD-`
The expression of ∆Ix` (r, φ, z) takes a compact form
when considering that only either odd or even n terms
are present because of the symmetries invoked in this
example. For even terms we obtain:
∆Ix` (r, φ, z) = −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2H0,`|αx0,m| sinϕt0·
·
∑
n6=0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`|αxn,m| sin (nφ+ ϕt,n) (31)
while for odd terms we obtain:
∆Ix` (r, φ, z) = 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2H0,`|αx0,m| cosϕt0·
·
∑
n 6=0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`|αxn,m| sin (nφ+ ϕt,n) . (32)
In Fig. 4(a),(b) we can observe this sine azimuthal de-
pendence for the example of two antiparallel domains,
calculated for m = ±1.
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FIG. 4: Computation of MHD for a magnetic dot of 500 nm
with two antiparallel domains as in Fig. 2(a). (a) MHD-` for
m = 1 and (b) for m = −1; (c) MHD-m for ` = 1 and (d)
for ` = −1; (e) MHD-`m as a difference of intensity maps
corresponding to ` = 1 and m = 1 and ` = −1 and m = −1,
and (f), MHD-`m, difference of intensity maps corresponding
to ` = 1 and m = −1 and ` = −1 and m = 1. The MHD plots
are normalized to the global maximum of their corresponding
far-field intensity profiles. The incoming polarization is P and
the angle of incidence is θ = 5◦. The computational details
are given in Appendix A.
Expression of MHD-m
For the expression of ∆Ixm(r, φ, z) we obtain:
∆Ixm(r, φ, z) = 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2H0,`|αx0,m|·
·
∑
n 6=0
Hn,`|αxn,m| cos
[
n(φ− pi/2) + ϕt,n + ϕt0
]
(33)
We can observe this azimuthal dependence for the exam-
ple of two antiparallel domains in Fig. 4(c),(d), calculated
for ` = ±1.
Expression of MHD-`m
In a similar way to the case of MHD-`, the expression
of ∆Ix`,m(r, φ, z) takes a compact form when considering
separately the even and odd n terms. For even terms we
obtain:
∆Ix`,m(r, φ, z) = −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2H0,`|αx0,m| cosϕt0·
·
∑
n 6=0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`|αxn,m| cos (nφ+ ϕt,n) (34)
and for odd terms:
∆Ix`,m(r, φ, z) = 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2H0,`|αx0,m| sinϕt0·
·
∑
n 6=0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`|αxn,m| cos (nφ+ ϕt,n) (35)
The cosine azimuthal dependence is shown in Fig. 4(e),(f)
for the example of two antiparallel domains, calculated
for m = ±1 or equivalently for ` = ±1.
Discussion of MHD expressions
The five formulas Eqs. (31)-(35) summarize the main
properties of MHD in structures with high symmetry as
defined in Section II B, probed with incoming linearly
P-polarized light, and detected without any specific po-
larimetric device. We notice that all contributing terms
come from the interference between regular reflectivity,
indexed by the subscript 0, and a coefficient of the mag-
netization, with no cross terms between different mag-
netization components. We also note that inverting the
magnetization corresponds to inverting all αx,yn,m coeffi-
cients (n 6= 0), i.e. adding a pi-phase to all ϕt,n. All
intensity differences change sign as expected for a dichro-
ism. This is an important point if the process is to
be used for determining the chirality of magnetic struc-
tures. Importantly, when the structure has only odd
(resp. even) coefficients, ∆Ix` (r, φ, z) shows a sine pat-
tern, the amplitude of which is proportional to cosϕt0
(resp. sinϕt0), while ∆I
x
`,m(r, φ, z) shows a cosine pat-
tern, the amplitude of which is proportional to sinϕt0
(resp. cosϕt0). The two patterns can thus be fitted to
yield, up to some normalization the cosine and sine of
the phase of one of the MOKE constants. In particular,
if we consider the common case |mt,n||rt0|  1, which
is typical away from absorption resonance and Brew-
ster’s angle [67], then |αxn 6=0,m|  |αx0,m| [Eq. (14)], and
therefore I` ∝ |αx0,m|2H20,` = |prpp|2H20,`, meaning that
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the reflected intensity is dominated by |rpp|2. In such
a case one can estimate, e.g. for a sample with odd
coefficients, the expression of the normalized dichroism
MHD-` = ∆I`/ (I` + I−`):
MHD-` ≈ 2
∑
n 6=0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`(kr, z)
H0,`(kr, z)
·
· |rt0||mt,n| sin (nφ+ ϕt,n) cosϕt0, (36)
where we have reintroduced the explicit dependence of
the Hn,` functions on space and dropped the x label,
since there is strictly no contribution of the y term to
∆I` = (I` − I−`), and only a weak one to (I` + I−`), of
the order of the one discarded for the x-term. Similar
expressions of the normalized MHD can be obtained in
the other cases, replacing the sine and cosine according
to Eqs. (31),(34) and (35). Moreover, each component of
the cosnφ or sinnφ images can be separated by a polar
Fourier transform or an Abel inversion, and are all pro-
portional to the amplitude of the MOKE constant times
the n-th coefficient of the decomposition of the magneti-
zation. We expect for this amplitude an order of magni-
tude corresponding to the ratio of the MOKE constants
over the Fresnel constants, which is in the few percent to
tens of percents.
V. CONCLUSION
As allowed by Curie’s principle, we identified a dichro-
ism in the intensity pattern of beams carrying orbital
angular momentum (`) reflected by a target with a mag-
netic structure, that we call Magnetic Helicoidal Dichro-
ism. We have restricted our detailed analysis to the
case of a magnetization distribution of constant ampli-
tude, no radial dependence and with only in-plane com-
ponents, but our model can be readily generalized beyond
all these constraints. We find that as soon as the magne-
tization is not spatially homogeneous the reflected beam
will populate different OAM modes depending on the de-
composition of the magnetic structure on the polar basis
set. Consequently, the intensity pattern in the far field
changes when changing `, the sign of the magnetization
or both. The dichroism is differential in the sense that the
effect is averaged out when the reflected intensity is in-
tegrated in space. For magnetic structures of sufficiently
high symmetry the MHD appears as a simple sinusoidal
pattern at any given radius of the reflected image, the
parameters of which depend on the particular shape of
the magnetic structure and on the magneto-optical con-
stants. In particular, we could directly link the differ-
ential image shapes to the coefficients of the polar de-
composition of the magnetic structure, providing a new
way to analyze the magnetization, or alternatively to de-
termine the MOKE constants. For structures with many
decomposition coefficients, the MOKE constants are even
overdetermined and therefore reliably accessible in an ex-
periment. This provides MHD with the potential of be-
coming an important new tool to access the properties
of magnetic materials, in particular for dynamic studies
measurements, which are known to be time-consuming,
including time-resolved pump-probe studies of the mag-
netization dynamics that can be naturally implemented
at laser based experimental facilities.
The common situation of an incoming beam without
OAM is a special case in our MHD model. We showed
that reflection by a sample with inhomogeneous magne-
tization redistributes the mode ` = 0 into other modes
with ` 6= 0, depending on the sample symmetry. The
MHD is still present when switching the sign of the mag-
netization (MHD-m). This effect, up to now overlooked
in magnetic reflection experiments, may provide a new
way to either study magnetism or even to produce OAM
light.
For practical reasons, an experiment exploiting the
MHD requires reflection at an angle out from normal in-
cidence. We found that the symmetry breaking of a tilted
sample is an additional way to redistribute the OAM
modes population upon reflection, which in general can
be mixed to the redistribution due to the interaction with
the structure. However, we cauld identify favorable con-
ditions where the two effects do not mix. A specific case
is an incoming P polarized beam, impinging on a struc-
ture that shows even or odd magnetization with respect
to both the xσ and yσ axes. In this case, the magnetic
effect only appears on the odd OAM modes, while the
geometrical effect appears on the even ones. With this
convenient separation in mind, we explore the particu-
larly simple case of OAM light impinging on a magnetic
vortex in the joint publication Ref. [60]. In fact, in such
a case the required symmetry is respected and the de-
composition has only two coefficients.
The theory of MHD that we have presented is very gen-
eral and can be applied to many kinds of magnetic struc-
tures, to any polarization state and in different wave-
length ranges. We developed it into details and applied
it to a few specific cases, showing for instance how it
makes it possible to retrieve the MOKE constants with-
out implying any polarization analysis. The panel of pos-
sible applications, though, is much richer. To mention a
few, one can envisage to: target resonance wavelengths to
add element selectivity; probe periodic nano- and micro-
structures to address the collective response of their mag-
netization; achieve a rapid readout of the magnetization
state of structure, possibly with micrometer spatial res-
olution by integrating a beam and/or sample scanning
system; extend the MHD to the high photon energy and
the time-resolved domains, intrinsically available with
high harmonic generation sources and free electron lasers;
study the magnetization dynamics driven by the interac-
tion with an OAM beam, because the redistribution of
azimuthal modes may locally alter the magnetic struc-
ture of the sample, although the process occurs without
any net transfer of angular momentum. From this list
of outlooks, it appears that the analysis of MHD in the
11
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reflection of OAM beams from a magnetic structure can
find original applications of both applied and fundamen-
tal interest in the field of magneto-optics.
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Appendix A: Numerical calculations
1. Field propagation
The theory presented here, was tested with a specif-
ically written python-based propagation code based on
Fresnel propagation of light. The parameters of the code
described below are shared with the joint publication
Ref. [60] dedicated to the specific case of magnetic vor-
tices. When propagating from the far-field to the near
field or vice-versa, a Fourier Transform method is used to
compute the field in the new plane, while for far-field to
far-field propagation we use the convolution method. We
set Laguerre mask and lens at the same place (Fig. 1),
with focal length of the lens of 1 m. The sample is placed
at focus. The waist of the incoming collimated beam is
set to w0 = 15 mm. The intensity patterns are computed
separately for the P and S linearly polarized components,
before being combined when required. The transverse di-
rection is mapped on a spatial grid of 1024x1024 points.
The wavelength of the beam is set to λ = 23.5 nm when
not specified otherwise. However, it is important to stress
that the dependence of our results on the wavelength is
only due to the variation of the reflectivity coefficients on
λ, as illustrated in the last figure of Ref. [60].
The two orthogonal components of the field calculated
on the detector in the far field can be decomposed on a
LG basis with a finite number of elements. In order to
define the family of LG modes we need to choose the finite
amount of ρ and ` modes. We noted, on the examples
that we treated, that using ρ modes ranging from 0 to 18
and ` modes from -9 to 9 (that is 19 ` modes in total, and
a grand total of 361 modes) was sufficient to accurately
describe the intensity profiles. The decomposition on the
LG basis is obtained by computing the integral of the
product of any polarization component of the field (S
or P ) with a given LG mode. If the result is below a
given accuracy parameter (set here to 10−4) compared
to the dominant mode then it is forced to zero. The
trivial radius of curvature of the field wave front in the
the far field, due to its divergence, is removed before
decomposition.
2. Sample
In all numerical examples, we considered a SiN sub-
strate (non magnetic material) on which the magnetic
material, considered as Fe, was deposited. The optical re-
flectivity coefficients outside of the sample are thus those
of SiN and not of a purely absorbing material, as used for
sake of simplification in the analytical derivation in the
main text. The corresponding rσpp and r
σ
ss substrate val-
ues are displayed in Fig 5. This computational detail has
of course no importance when the beam focus is smaller
than the magnetic dot.
In order to describe the magnetic dot used as a typical
example here and in the joint publication Ref. [60], we
write its height h as:
h(rσ) = h0e
−
(
rσ
R0
)β
(A1)
where R0 is the radius of the dot, h0 is the height of the
dot in the center and β is an integer. The hypergaus-
sian function takes into account the sharpness of the dot
edge. In all numerical applications we set β = 6. The
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FIG. 5: (color online). Reflectivity coefficients maps used
for the computation. λ = 23.5 nm, angle of incidence θ = 5◦.
From (a) to (d): |rpp|, |rss|, |rpp ·rt0 ·My| and arg(rpp ·rt0 ·My).
For (d), all points with magnitudes of less than 1% of the value
at center (maximum), have been set to NaN. (e) Modulus and
(f) phase of the following coefficients along the line at y = 0.
Plum cross: rpp; blue dotted line: rss; purple plus: r
t
0.
values of the reflectivity coefficients rpp, rss, r
t
0 and r
l
ps
are imported from literature for Fe [62, 67–69], and are
shown in Fig. 5 for the case of a magnetic dot of radius
R0 = 500 nm with two antiparallel magnetic domains as
in the example of Fig. 2(a). A smooth transition from
the dot to the substrate is ensured by multiplying the
reflectivity coefficients by h(rσ)/h0 [Eq. (A1)] for the
magnetic dot and by (1 − h(rσ))/h0 for the substrate.
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The reflectivity matrix thus reads
R(rσ, φσ) = e
i4pi
λ h(rσ) · h(rσ)
h0
·(
rpp · [1 + rt0 ·mt(φσ)] rlps ·ml(φσ)
−rlps ·ml(φσ) rss
)
+(
1− h(rσ)
h0
)
·
(
rσpp 0
0 rσss
)
(A2)
where we have explicitly indicated the dependence of the
matrix on the azimuthal location on the sample. The
leading phase term of the first line describes the dephas-
ing of the light wave depending on whether it hits the
dot or the substrate. For λ ≈ h0, this phase term is
simply 2 × 2piλ h, where the factor 2 describes back and
forth travel. The thickness of a permalloy dot is typi-
cally h0 ≈ 20 nm, which determines the spectral range
to which we limit our analysis.
Appendix B: Parity of the angular decomposition
We show here how to obtain the symmetry properties
of Table I. We express the coefficient m∗,n by separating
the azimuthal integral in Eq. 6 piecewise as:
m∗,n =
1
2pi
∫ pi
0
m∗(φσ)einφσdφσ +
∫ 2pi
pi
m∗(φσ)einφσdφσ
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
0
[
m∗(φσ)einφσ +m∗(2pi − φσ)e−inφσ
]
dφσ
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
2
0
[
m∗(φσ)einφσ +m∗(2pi − φσ)e−inφσ
]
dφσ+∫ pi
pi
2
[
m∗(φσ)einφσ +m∗(2pi − φσ)e−inφσ
]
dφσ
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
2
0
[
m∗(φσ)einφσ +m∗(2pi − φσ)e−inφσ
]
+
(−1)n [m∗(pi − φσ)e−inφσ +m∗(pi + φσ)einφσ] dφσ
(B1)
where we have used the changes of variables φσ → 2pi−φσ
and φσ → pi − φσ for the last integrals in lines 2 and 4
respectively. We envision 4 general cases, depending on
the symmetry of the azimuthal dependence with respect
to xσ (i.e. φσ = pi) and yσ (i.e. φσ = pi/2) being even or
odd, as listed in Table I.
For instance, we consider m∗ being (even, odd) w.r.t.
(xσ, yσ), i.e. m∗(2pi − φσ) = m∗(φσ) and m∗(pi − φσ) =
−m∗(φσ). For example, this is the case of mt of both the
antiparallel magnetic domains and the magnetic vortex
of Fig. 2. We have:
m∗,n =
1
2pi
∫ pi
2
0
2m∗(φσ) cosnφσ [1− (−1)n] dφσ . (B2)
From this integral we see that all coefficients m∗,n with
even n will be zero. Instead, they may be non zero for
n odd. In addition, all m∗,n are real quantities, and
m∗,−n = m∗,n.
An equivalent analysis for the other three symmetry
cases leads to all the results presented in Table I.
Appendix C: Fourier decomposition of the
magnetization of examples in Fig. 2
We present the calculation of the Fourier decompo-
sition coefficients for the magnetization in the case of
antiparallel magnetic domains [Fig. 2 (a)] and magnetic
vortex [Fig. 2 (b)].
Case of the antiparallel domains
mt,n =
m0
2pi
∫ +pi
−pi
dφσsign(cos(φσ))e
−inφσ
=
m0
2pi
(∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dφσe
−inφσ −
∫ −pi/2
pi/2
dφσe
−inφσ
)
=
m0
2pi
1
−in
[
(−i)n − in −
(
in − (−i)n
)]
=
m0i
n−1
npi
[
1− (−1)n
]
mt,n =
{
0, for n even
2m0
npi i
n−1, for n odd
Case of the vortex
For this case we use the general result:∫ +pi
−pi
dφσe
iκφσ =
{
0, for κ 6= 0
2pi, for κ = 0
(C1)
We thus have for the longitudinal part:
ml,n =
m0
4ipi
∫ +pi
−pi
dφσ(e
−iφσ − eiφσ )e−inφσ (C2)
ml,n =
{
0, for n 6= ±1
∓m02i , for n = ±1
(C3)
and for the transverse part:
mt,n =
m0
4pi
∫ +pi
−pi
dφσ(e
iφσ + e−iφσ )e−inφσ (C4)
mt,n =
{
0, for n 6= ±1
m0
2 , for n = ±1
(C5)
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Appendix D: Trigonometry
In the following, we present the calculations that allow
to obtain Eq. (16). For the sinφσ term:
sinφσ =
yσ√
y2σ + x
2
σ
=
y√
y2 + x
2
cos2 θ
=
y√
x2 + y2
· 1√
x2/ cos2 θ+y2
x2+y2
= sinφ · 1√
cos2 φ
cos2 θ + sin
2 φ
= sinφ · cos θ√
cos2 φ+ sin2 φ cos2 θ
= sinφ · cos θ√
1− sin2 φ sin2 θ
The exact same computations can be carried out for the
cosine, replacing the numerator of the first equation by
xσ. We thus get
cosφσ = cosφ · 1√
1− cos2 φ sin2 θ
and combining them:
eiφσ = cosφσ + i sinφσ
= g(φ, θ) · (cosφ+ i sinφ cos θ)
= g(φ, θ) ·
(
1 + cos θ
2
eiφ +
1− cos θ
2
e−iφ
)
For the rσ term we calculate:
rσ =
√
y2σ + x
2
σ
=
√
y2 +
x2
cos2 θ
=
√
x2 + y2 ·
√
x2/ cos2 θ + y2
x2 + y2
= r ·
√
cos2 φ
cos2 θ
+ sin2 φ
=
r
cos θ
√
1− sin2 φ sin2 θ
Appendix E: Contribution of (Ix,y`,m)1 to MHD
In this Appendix we show that the contribution of the
term (Ix,y`,m)1 to MHD is negligible.
Case of MHD-`
We calculate (∆I`)1 = (I
x,y
`,m)1 − (Ix,y−`,m)1:
(∆Il)1 ∝
∣∣αx,y0,m∣∣2 (H20,` −H20,−`) +
+
∑
n>0
∣∣αx,yn,m∣∣2 (H2n,` −H2n,−`) +
+
∑
n<0
∣∣αx,yn,m∣∣2 (H2n,` −H2n,−`)
∝
∑
n>0
(
∣∣αx,yn,m∣∣2 − ∣∣αx,y−n,m∣∣2)(H2n,` −H2n,−`)
Now, considering Eq. (14), for the y component we see
that since
∣∣αyn,m∣∣2 = ∣∣αy−n,m∣∣2, we have (∆I`)1 = 0.
Instead, for the x component we have αxn,m defined
as the sum of two terms. If one of them is zero, for
instance the incoming light is P- or S-polarized (s = 0
or p = 0, respectively) or if the magnetic structure is
such that mt,n or ml,n are zero, then also in this case we
have simply
∣∣αxn,m∣∣2 = ∣∣αx−n,m∣∣2, and thus (∆I`)1 = 0.
If the experimental conditions are such that both com-
ponents of αxn,m are not zero, then (∆I`)1 is not neces-
sarily zero. A somewhat lengthy calculation leads to:
(
∣∣αxn,m∣∣2 − ∣∣αx−n,m∣∣2) = −4|rt0|2|psrpprlps| ·
·Im{mt,nml,n} sin(ϕp − ϕs + ϕpp − ϕlps) ,
namely a term proportional to the square of the magne-
tization and of the MOKE constant rt0. This can be an
important contribution compared to (∆I`)2 in the most
general case, and we note that it could be a way to ex-
perimentally access the quantity ϕpp − ϕlps under prop-
erly choosen conditions. However, as we will see later
(Section IV C), for highly symmetric structures and un-
der the reasonable assumption |m∗,n||rt0|  1, (∆I`)2 is
found to be linear with magnetization and rt0, thus (∆I`)1
can still be considered negligible. In any case, as pointed
out above this issue can be simply avoided by choosing a
proper experimental setup.
Caseof MHD-m
We calculate (∆Im)1 = (I
x,y
`,m)1 − (Ix,y`,−m)1:
(∆Im)1 ∝
∑
n
(
∣∣αx,yn,m∣∣2 − ∣∣αx,yn,−m∣∣2)H2n,` . (E1)
Since
∣∣αx,yn,m∣∣2 = ∣∣αx,yn,−m∣∣2, in this case simply (∆Im)1 is
always zero.
Case of MHD-`m
A similar analysis to that for MHD-` leads to the same
conclusion of (∆I`,m)1 giving a negligible contribution to
MHD-`m.
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Appendix F: Derivation of general MHD formulas
In the following we present the detailed derivation of the general MHD expressions, where we evaluate the three
differences of Eq. (24) using the expression of (Ix,y`,m)2 from Eq. (22). In order to simplify the notation we drop the (kr, z)
explicit dependence of the Hn,l and the m subscript for all α
x,y
n terms. We will use the property H−n,−` = (−1)n+`Hn,`
[Eq. (21)], and the general property of series
∑
n−n′>0 sn,n′ =
∑
n′−n>0 sn′,n =
∑
n−n′>0 s−n′,−n.
Expression of MHD-` [Eq. (25)]
∆Ix,y` (r, φ, z) =
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=n′
(
αx,yn α
x,y
n′ e
i(n−n′)(φ−pi/2)
)
[Hn,`Hn′,` −Hn,−`Hn′,−`] =
= 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
]
[Hn,`Hn′,` −Hn,−`Hn′,−`] =
= 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
] [
Hn,`Hn′,` − (−1)n+n′H−n,`H−n′,`
]
=
= 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
]
Hn,`Hn′,`+
− 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
(−1)n+n′ |αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
]
H−n,`H−n′,` =
= 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=n′
n−n′>0
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
]
Hn,`Hn′,`+
− 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
−n+n′>0
(−1)n+n′ |αx,y−n||αx,y−n′ | cos
[
−(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,y−n,−n′
]
Hn,`Hn′,` =
= 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
]
Hn,`Hn′,`+
− 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
(−1)n+n′ |αx,y−n′ ||αx,y−n| cos
[
−(n′ − n)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,y−n′,−n
]
Hn′,`Hn,` =
∆Ix,y` (r, φ, z) = 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
Hn,`Hn′,`
[
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
(
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
)
−
(−1)n+n′ |αx,y−n||αx,y−n′ | cos
(
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2)− δϕx,y−n,−n′
)]
(F1)
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Expression of MHD-m [Eq. (26)]
∆Ix,ym (r, φ, z) =
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
(
αx,yn α
x,y
n′ e
i(n−n′)(φ−pi/2)
)
[Hn,`Hn′,` + χn,n′Hn,`Hn′,`] =
= 2
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
]
[Hn,`Hn′,` + χn,n′Hn,`Hn′,`] =
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n=0 or n′=0
n−n′>0
|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
(n− n′)(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,n′
]
Hn,`Hn′,` =
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
−n′>0
|αx,y0 ||αx,yn′ | cos
[
−n′(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,y0,n′
]
H0,`Hn′,`+
+ 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2∑
n>0
|αx,yn ||αx,y0 | cos
[
n(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,0
]
Hn,`H0,` =
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2∑
n<0
|αx,y0 ||αx,yn | cos
[−n(φ− pi/2)− δϕx,yn,0]H0,`Hn,`+
+ 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2∑
n>0
|αx,yn ||αx,y0 | cos
[
n(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,0
]
Hn,`H0,` =
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2∑
n6=0
|αx,y0 ||αx,yn | cos
[
n(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,0
]
H0,`Hn,` =
∆Ix,ym (r, φ, z) = 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 |αx,y0 |H0,`∑
n 6=0
|αx,yn | cos
[
n(φ− pi/2) + δϕx,yn,0
]
Hn,`
(F2)
Expression of MHD-`m [Eq. (27)]
The derivation of the expression of ∆Ix,y`,m(r, φ, z) follows the same steps as that of ∆I
x,y
` (r, φ, z) [Eq. (25)].
Appendix G: Derivation of MHD formulas for the example of Section IV C
In the following we drop the explicit dependence of the H functions on the spatial coordinates and the m subscript
for all αx,yn terms. Also, it is useful to express differences and sums of the δϕ
x phase terms as:
δϕxn,n′ − δϕx−n,−n′
2
=

ϕt,n − ϕt,n′ = 0 or pi if n, n′ 6= 0,
−ϕt,n′ if n = 0 ,
ϕt,n if n
′ = 0.
(G1a)
δϕxn,n′ + δϕ
x
−n,−n′
2
=

0 if n, n′ 6= 0,
−ϕt0 if n = 0 ,
ϕt0 if n
′ = 0.
(G1b)
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Expression of MHD-` [Eqs. (31),(32)]
Taking into account that |αx,yn,m| = |αx,y−n,m| and using prosthaphaeresis identity, the MHD-` from Eq. (25) reads:
∆Ix,y` (r, φ, z) =
−4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
n+n′ even
(−1)n−n
′
2 Hn,`Hn′,`|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | sin
(
(n− n′)φ+ δϕ
x,y
n,n′ − δϕx,y−n,−n′
2
)
sin
(
δϕx,yn,n′ + δϕ
x,y
−n,−n′
2
)
+
+4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=n′
n−n′>0
n+n′ odd
(−1)n−n
′+1
2 Hn,`Hn′,`|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | sin
(
(n− n′)φ+ δϕ
x,y
n,n′ − δϕx,y−n,−n′
2
)
cos
(
δϕx,yn,n′ + δϕ
x,y
−n,−n′
2
)
(G2)
However, for the y term, we notice that the first line in the expression of ∆Iy` (r, φ, z) is zero due to the final sine
when n, n′ 6= 0 and to αy0,m = 0 when n = 0 or n′ = 0. For the second line, if both n 6= 0 and n′ 6= 0, in both cases
of symmetries yielding either only odd or only even terms, the sum n+ n′ is even and is not in the sum. If n = 0 or
n′ = 0, αy0,m = 0 and the contribution is null. Therefore, in the framework of our approximations we identically have
∆Iy` (r, φ, z) = 0.
Instead, the x term ∆Ix` (r, φ, z) can be further simplified considering that only either odd or even terms are present
because of the symmetries invoked in this example.
Even terms
For even terms, only the first line of Eq. (G2) is present since n+ n′ is necessarily even. If both n 6= 0 and n′ 6= 0,
however, the sum is zero because of the last sine term. We are thus left with the sum over either n or n′ = 0. Since
the sum runs over n − n′ > 0, it amounts to summing, for all even integers, the same expression. We thus split the
sum in two sub-sums:
∆Ix` (r, φ, z) = −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n>0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | sin
(
nφ+
δϕxn,0 − δϕx−n,0
2
)
sin
(
δϕxn,0 + δϕ
x
−n,0
2
)
+
− 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
0 6=n′
−n′>0
n′ even
(−1)−n
′
2 H0,`Hn′,`|αx0 ||αxn′ | sin
(
−n′φ+ δϕ
x
0,n′ − δϕx0,−n′
2
)
sin
(
δϕx0,n′ + δϕ
x
0,−n′
2
)
=
= −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=0
n>0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | sin (nφ+ ϕt,n) sin
(
ϕt0
)
+
− 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n<0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | sin (−nφ− ϕt,n) sin
(−ϕt0) =
= −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | sin (nφ+ ϕt,n) sin
(
ϕt0
)
.
(G3)
finding the result of Eq. (31).
Odd terms
For odd terms, the first line of Eq. (G2) is present only if both n 6= 0 and n′ 6= 0, however the sum is zero because
of the last sine term, and thus only the second line needs to be considered. This also reduces to a sum over either
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n = 0 or n′ = 0, since it is the only way to have n+ n′ odd:
∆Ix` (r, φ, z) = 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=0
n>0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | sin
(
nφ+
δϕxn,0 − δϕx−n,0
2
)
cos
(
δϕxn,0 + δϕ
x
−n,0
2
)
+
+ 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
06=n′
−n′>0
n′ odd
(−1)−n
′+1
2 H0,`Hn′,`|αx0 ||αxn′ | sin
(
−n′φ+ δϕ
x
0,n′ − δϕx0,−n′
2
)
cos
(
δϕx0,n′ + δϕ
x
0,−n′
2
)
=
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n6=0
n>0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | sin (nφ+ ϕt,n) cos
(
ϕt0
)
+
+ 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
06=n′
n<0
n odd
(−1)−n+12 H0,`Hn,`|αx0 ||αxn| sin (−nφ− ϕt,n) cos
(−ϕt0) =
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | sin (nφ+ ϕt,n) cos
(
ϕt0
)
(G4)
where we have taken into account for the last step that (−1)−n+12 = (−1)n−12 = −(−1)n+12 , and we find the result of
Eq. (32).
Expression of MHD-m [Eq. (33)]
The expression of Eq. (33) is simply obtained by using the definition of δϕxn,0 from Eq. (29) into Eq. (26).
Expression of MHD-`m [Eqs. (34),(35)]
Similarly to the case of MHD-`, we can calculate the full expression of MHD-`m. Following a similar derivation as
for Eq. (G2), the expression of ∆Ix,y`,m(r, φ, z) is:
∆Ix,y`,m(r, φ, z) =
4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
n+n′ even
n=0 or n′=0
(−1)n−n
′
2 Hn,`Hn′,`|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
(
(n− n′)φ+ δϕ
x,y
n,n′ − δϕx,y−n,−n′
2
)
cos
(
δϕx,yn,n′ + δϕ
x,y
−n,−n′
2
)
+
−4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=n′
n−n′>0
n+n′ odd
n=0 or n′=0
(−1)n−n
′+1
2 Hn,`Hn′,`|αx,yn ||αx,yn′ | cos
(
(n− n′)φ+ δϕ
x,y
n,n′ − δϕx,y−n,−n′
2
)
sin
(
δϕx,yn,n′ + δϕ
x,y
−n,−n′
2
)
(G5)
At this point, similarly to the case of MHD-`, we can separate the calculations into the case of even or odd n terms.
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Even terms
∆Ix`,m(r, φ, z) = −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n>0
n even
(−1)n2H(n,`)H0,`|αxn||αx0 | cos
(
nφ+
δϕxn,0 − δϕx−n,0
2
)
cos
(
δϕxn,0 + δϕ
x
−n,0
2
)
+
− 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
0 6=n′
−n′>0
n′ even
(−1)−n
′
2 H0,`Hn′,`|αx0 ||αxn′ | cos
(
−n′φ+ δϕ
x
0,n′ − δϕx0,−n′
2
)
cos
(
δϕx0,n′ + δϕ
x
0,−n′
2
)
=
= −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n>0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | cos (nφ+ ϕt,n) cos
(
ϕt0
)
+
− 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n<0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | cos (−nφ− ϕt,n) cos
(−ϕt0) =
= −4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n even
(−1)n2Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | cos (nφ+ ϕt,n) cos
(
ϕt0
)
(G6)
finding the result of Eq. (34).
Odd terms
∆Ix`,m(r, φ, z) = 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n>0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | cos
(
nφ+
δϕxn,0 − δϕx−n,0
2
)
sin
(
δϕxn,0 + δϕ
x
−n,0
2
)
+
+ 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
06=n′
−n′>0
n′ odd
(−1)−n
′+1
2 H0,`Hn′,`|αx0 ||αxn′ | cos
(
−n′φ+ δϕ
x
0,n′ − δϕx0,−n′
2
)
sin
(
δϕx0,n′ + δϕ
x
0,−n′
2
)
=
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n>0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | cos (nφ+ ϕt,n) sin
(
ϕt0
)
+
+ 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
06=n
n<0
n odd
(−1)−n+12 H0,`Hn,`|αx0 ||αxn| cos (−nφ− ϕt,n) sin
(−ϕt0) =
= 4
∣∣∣D|`|ρ ∣∣∣2 ∑
n 6=0
n odd
(−1)n+12 Hn,`H0,`|αxn||αx0 | cos (nφ+ ϕt,n) sin
(
ϕt0
)
(G7)
finding the result of Eq. (35).
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